The educational objective pertains rather to the future success of the student, his perseverance, his energy, the clearness of his vision, and whether he sees great and important problems that should be solved, and whether he has the capacity to work steadily and with precision at these problems that burn in upon his soul. Great teachers try to bring the curriculum of study into functional relations with achievement, rather than to give narrow technical information. To understand the youth and bring one's own subject to him, full of living ideals for his own achievement seems to be the highest objective of successful teaching.
and shape their instruction according to individual needs. They have used various devices and methods for discovering interests, native abilities and aptitudes in their pupils, long before the more scientific methods employed now in educational measurements and mental testing were thought of.
The vocational aspects of education have always been close up in the background of the good teacher's mind. It has never been possible for him to forget that training to live is the real, vital and consequential objective of instruction, even though the subjectmatter may have been purely traditional and intended as cultural only. The really efficient teacher has always endeavored to point out the usefulness and practicality of even the most abstract subjectmatter of instruction.
The so-called cultural subjects have really made their strongest appeal in certain vocational turns given them by excellent teachers, who felt profoundly their usefulness. The question in education is not so much the mastery of a particular subject of a curriculum, as the mastery of the principles of living a large and useful and beautiful life.
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There is a danger that in our enthusiasm for the splendid things now being developed in educational measurements and mental testing, we fail to remember that in the past decades 
